
Character Name Position Caste Description

Ranie Impareto Director of Pharmacy A++
Ranie is the Director of Pharmacy, celebrated for her creation of the fourth generation of Soma, 
which has improved ecstasy effects

Tamerie Cohen Pharmaceutics Researcher A Tamerie is an excellent Soma developer and excellent citizen of Mediterranea.

Effie Steerwin
Entertainment Content 
Creator 1 B

Effie is a happy beta who enjoys spending her time creating new varieties of feelies for the 
people of Mediterranea to enjoy

Arban Keynes World Controller 4 WC
Arban Keynes is usually reserved, but he is a determined leader who is not afraid to follow up his 
words with action.

Ylva Pavlov Conditioning Worker B Ylva Pavlov is humble, kind, and patient. She hopes to excel in her work.

Taylor Mahler Archbishop A+
An ardent believer of Mediterranean values, Taylor Mahler aims to spread the words of Ford to 
all.

Aryo Rahmani Director of Exterior A++
As a powerful and rambunctious Director, Aryo seeks to find the best way to interact with Gilead 
and Oceania in this conference.

Matteo Caruana Bishop A
Old and popular, Matteo Caruana is a celebrated songster who has preached the principles of 
Mediterranea for many years.

Mina Leko Repairwoman Gamma
A gamma that was invited to the conference to have diverse representation, Mina Leko seeks to 
offer a new perspective.

Malcolm Xavier Communications Researcher B

Malcom Xavier is not only an excellent socialite, but an excellent researcher of communication in 
Mediterranea. His studies in communication patterns help minimize the proliferation of 
dangerous ideals that seek to destabilize Mediterranea.

Greg Mahler Intel Gatherer B+
A loyal citizen of Mediterranea, Greg Mahler uses his position to serve the World State by 
gathering intel and investigating those that attempt to destabilize society.

Cynthia Damer Doctor in Conditioning A+
A studious researcher, Cynthia Damer is always busy with her work and research. No one can 
doubt her expertise and passion for science of conditioning

Golan Williams Director of Neuroscience A++
Golan Williams is the Director of Neuroscience. She is passionate about her work and loves 
learning from others

Andy Alena Reservation Researcher B
Andy Alena researches the savage culture in reservations to make policy recommendations and 
identify dangerous savage traits within Mediterranean society.

Ashlyn Damer Prof of Hypnopedia B Ashlyn Damer is a kind Professor, and loves to reach out to her students
Dinah Gratson Head Nurse of the Hatchery B+ A kind-hearted individual, Dinah Gratson treats all children kindly, regardless of caste.

Arthur Madsen World Controller 1 WC
Arthur Madsen is a World Controller known for his brilliance in genetic engineering. He is an 
elusive individual, only present on the most important World Controller meetings.

Hypoleta 
Bermeto

Entertainment Content 
Creator 2 B- Hypoleta creates new forms of feelies as fast as possible to spread happiness in Mediterranea.

Elena Frost Nurse B+
A caring Nurse in the Conditioning Department, Elena Frost gently tends to all of the children 
that pass through her supervision.

Andrew Pillby World Controller 3 WC Andrew Pillby is a pensive World Controller that champions his ideas fiercly.
Francis 
Fenceworth Surveillance Researcher B+ Francis's works ensure that everyone in Mediterranea behave accordingly.
Lorinda 
Applegate Director of Hatchery A

Lorinda Applegate is known to be one of the most beautiful woman in all of Mediterranea. She is 
well regarded by her peers and employees

Edna Eldridge Director of Censorship A
Enda Eldrige is a strict adherent of the ideals of Mediterranea. She greatly admires World 
Controllers

Borris Flaharty World Controller 2 WC
Borris Flaharty is a relatively quiet World Controller, but his silence should not discount his 
wisdom and passions.

Ben Tilley Warden 1 B

Ben Tilley is a hardworking Warden stationed in the Russian Reservation. He is acknowledged 
as the best performing Warden across all reservations, but his pessimistic attitude makes him a 
bit of a social pariah

Ann Tilley Warden 2 B
Ann is a Warden stationed at the Pakistan Reservation, tasked with keeping savages in check 
and ensuring the smooth operation of these reservations.

John Doe Miner Gamma John Doe is a simple coal miner that was invited to increase diversity in this conference.

Lucy Chen Director of Natural Resources A+
Lucy Chen is an intelligent Director that dutifully completes her tasks of producing the Natural 
Resource Report

Colin Lindon
Prof. of Childhood 
Development A- Colin Lindon is a young professor in the College of Childhood Development

Candice Lindon
Emergency Medical 
Responder B

Candice is a modest and friendly Beta who is celebrated for her years of service as an EMT. She 
has saved countless lives from accidents and crises.

Charles Lindon World Controller 5 WC

A charismatic and well-spoken leader, Charles Lindon is a staunch defender of Mediterranea's 
traditional values of "community, identity, stability". He is one of the more recognizable faces of 
all World Controllers, due to his frequent public appearances.

Mo Lal Head Transport Engineer A
An ambitious and honest man, Mo Lal seeks to improve the transportation system of 
Mediterranea, especially flight transportation.

James Pavlov Landscape Surveyor B-

An aloof wanderer, James travels to the outlying regions of Mediterranea to study the geology, 
climate, and fauna of those regions. His reports are invaluable for understanding the geography 
of Mediterranea.

Effie Frost Head Civil Engineer A
A pleasure-seeking engineer, Effie Frost is an adept leader who oversees Mediterranea's 
infrastructure maintenance and construction projects.

Linda 
Fenceworth Psychiatrist A

Linda Fenceworth is a welcome sight to many. Her warm voice helps sooth any discomfort one 
may feel living in Mediterranea.



Augustus 
Williams Adventurer B+

Augustus Williams has no job, which is very unusual in Mediterranea. He spends his days 
roaming the earth.


